Hydrogen Filling Station
Infrastructure
United Hydrogen Fuels (UHF) owns and
operates the world-class hydrogen filling
station at John F. Kennedy airport in New

Providing Hydrogen
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Infrastructure and
Solutions

York City. Environmentally friendly,
“Green”, hydrogen is supplied to the
station from United Hydrogen’s bulk
manufacturing facility in Charleston, Tn.
UHF continues to build out hydrogen infrastructure in key strategic markets to
ensure the functionality of Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles by 2015.
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environment. Hydrogen provided at JFK is
a, “Green”, environmentally friendly fuel.
Supplied from United Hydrogen’s
Charleston Tennessee facility, hydrogen
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additional New York City stations to
strengthen and support JFK. In addition,

drogen for use in filling station and
home applications. United Hydrogen

Hydrogen is the most abundant element in
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help us realize hydrogen prices of $10.00

Call us today to arrange a demonstration
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Hydrogen Fuels can help you succeed.

gallon of gasoline, for the foreseeable future.
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UHF’s mission is to build out the hydrogen filling station infrastructure in the
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